A common problem of freely annotated or user contributed audio databases is the high variability of the labels, related to homonyms, synonyms, plurals, etc. Automatically re-labeling audio data based on audio similarity could offer a solution to this problem. This paper studies the relationship between audio and labels in a sound event database, by evaluating semantic similarity of labels of acoustically similar sound event instances. The assumption behind the study is that acoustically similar events are annotated with semantically similar labels. Indeed, for 43% of the tested data, there was at least one in ten acoustically nearest neighbors having a synonym as label, while the closest related term is on average one level higher or lower in the semantic hierarchy.
INTRODUCTION
Databases are a significant aspect in any research problem: data used in training and testing of algorithms must be comprehensive, general enough to ensure that the developed algorithm generalizes well, and of satisfactory detail to the problem at hand. When collecting data for a specific application, the resulting annotation serves the purpose of the planned research but comes with a cost of large collection efforts. On the other hand, user contributed data is publicly available but annotations usually contain homonyms (words with multiple meanings), synonyms (different words with the same meaning), plurals, etc. This brings up the question how to annotate a database consistently both in detailed and meta data level so that it is useful for a variety of tasks and for many research teams, rather than oriented to a certain narrow application [1] . Evidently there is a need for methods for refining the annotations automatically, as this would solve the problem of variability or detail level of the labels, and thus transform annotations by automatically re-labeling the data to a consistent format.
This paper studies the relationship between the audio similarity and semantic similarity of annotated data. The goal is to determine whether it is possible to automatically re-label an audio database by processing audio and semantic information available in order to discover a different set of labels and associate them to groups of sounds. This would provide a method to reorganize any publicly available database to the desired level of detail. Our focus is on the area of sound event detection, and concentrates on one specific database.
Sound event detection is part of computational auditory scene analysis (CASA). This area has produced applications to detecting significant sound events in movie soundtracks [2] , sports videos [3] , surveillance recordings [4, 5] , office [6] and other everyday environments [7, 8] . Unfortunately the databases used in these studies are not shared between teams and therefore the results are not always easy to compare. An effort to create a public database for sound event detection has resulted in the DARES database [9] , containing recordings from everyday environments and a variety of labels. The authors note the difficulty of choosing the level of detail in labeling sound events: too general labels will lose the details, too detailed labels will fragment the classes and render the database unusable.
Automatic tag recommendation based on audio similarity was presented by Martinez et al. [10] to overcome some of the problems related to collaborative tagging. In [10] , tags for an audio file were suggested based on a kNN classifier that selected the closest neighbors based on audio similarity. Human assessment was used to evaluate the perceived quality of the candidate tags and in 77% of the sounds used, the annotations have been successfully extended with the proposed tags. The method was proposed for enhancing the semantic annotations of scarcely tagged audio files.
In the present study we propose a study based on objective and automatic measures. The study is based on the assumption that acoustically similar sound events are annotated with semantically similar terms. These assumptions will be verified by evaluating the labels of acoustically similar events, using an objective semantic similarity measure instead of us-ing judgments of human listeners as Martinez et. al. [10] . We calculate the semantic similarity between the label of the test audio example (ground truth label) and the labels of the acoustically closest neighbors, to assess the possibility of relabeling data based on the labels of neighbors.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This study consists of linking the two sides of a database: the audio similarity of sound event examples and the semantic similarity of the labels they are annotated with. Audio similarity can be measured using objective measures based on distance metrics between frame-based representations of the signals or between statistical models of the signals [11] . For calculating audio similarity between sound events, we will model the event instances using Gaussian mixture models (GMM), use Kullback Leibler divergence as distance metric between event-GMMs and finally will judge similarity using a k nearest neighbors (kNN) approach.
Semantic similarity is measured using tools from natural language processing [12] and WordNet [13] . Labels of sound events usually describe the source of the sound, be it an object, action, or both (car horn, knocking, chair squeaking). Because there is an infinite amount of sound sources, producing a variety of sounds, labeling these sounds is usually a matter of personal life experience and perception [14] .
Audio similarity
In order to obtain models for each individually labeled sound event in the database, we extracted audio segments according to the annotations, between the annotated start time and end time for each labeled event. Each extracted segment represents a sound event instance, for which 20 mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) were calculated in 40 bands, with 20 ms length window and 50% overlap. Based on the static, delta and acceleration coefficients, a GMM with 5 components was estimated and the distances between each two GMMs were calculated. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The similarity between sound events is characterized using the empirical symmetric Kullback Leibler divergence [11] between event GMMs. The Kullback Leibler divergence is a measure of difference between two distributions p(x|λ n ) and p(x|λ m ), where λ n and λ m are GMMs modeling two sequences of features X n and X m corresponding to sound events n and m.
In order to obtain a distance measure, the divergence is symmetrized by adding the term D(p(x|λ m )||p(x|λ n )). The symmetric divergence can be solved in a closed form when p(x|λ n ) and p(x|λ m ) are modeled using a single Gaussian distribution. For multiple Gaussians, several approximations [15] . A computationally efficient approximation is the empirical Kullback-Leibler divergence, written using the samples of the observation sequence X n of length N that were used to train the distribution p(x|λ n ).
The empirical symmetric Kullback-Leibler Divergence is therefore calculated as:
The distances E(X n , X m ), collected into a similarity matrix S, can be used directly for clustering or classification. We use a dimensionality reduction method, by randomly selecting a number of q sound events from the data set that are used as anchor points indexed by a. Then we construct q dimensional feature vectors f n for each sound event n by measuring the distance E(X n , X a ) from the sound event n to the anchor points [16] . This translates into using q random columns of the similarity matrix S, which in practice means avoiding the calculation of the full similarity matrix. In other words, each event instance will be characterized by a feature vector containing the KL divergence between its GMM and a number of q other event instance GMMs. The nearest neighbors will be calculated based on these feature vectors.
Semantic similarity
Semantic similarity calculations are based on WordNet [13] . WordNet is a lexical database for English language that groups words into sets of synonyms called synsets. The relationships between synsets are represented through hierarchies, separately for different parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs). For nouns, the relationships are: hypernym/hyponym ("dog" is a type of "canine"), meronym/holonym ("finger" is part of "hand"), coordinate terms (that share a hypernym -"dog" and "wolf" are both "canine").
These relationships can be used for example to group coordinate terms from labels into more general concepts based on their common hypernym or to link terms to each other Measures of similarity use information from this IS-A hierarchy, to quantify how much a concept A is like (or is similar to) a concept B. Similarity measures can be calculated only between pairs of nouns or pairs of verbs -they do not cross the part of speech boundaries.
There are a number of similarity measures based on the path length between a pair of concepts [17] . We choose to use a measure named path similarity, that is calculated as the inverse of the shortest path between the two compared concepts. For example, considering the most common meanings for nouns "cat" and "dog" presented in Figure 3 , the pathbased similarity between them is 0.2 (inverse of the path containing 5 nodes). The value of the path similarity is bounded between 0 (not the same part of speech) and 1 (synonyms).
In this study we deal with labels that can contain multiple concepts, therefore we extend the above path similarity measure by considering each meaning of each concept. For consistency we will refer to it throughout this paper simply as semantic similarity. For example, the noun "cat" has eight meanings (a type of whip, among others), while the noun "dog" has seven meanings (hot dog, among others). The shortest path is evaluated from each meaning of "cat" to each meaning of "dog", resulting in 56 values. Out of these, the maximum value is chosen, representing the closest possible meanings of the two compared words. When the label contains more words, this process is done for each meaning of each word, and the maximum value from the entire set of results is considered as the semantic similarity between the two labels.
Labels processing
A simplification of the labels is needed for calculating semantic similarities, as the chosen similarity measure does not cross the part of speech boundaries and is not directly applicable to labels composed of multiple words. We reduce the labels to the noun(s) that it contains, converted to the basic form by stemming. In some cases the labels are collocations - Fig. 3 . The path between the most common meaning of "cat" and the most common meaning of "dog" in WordNet multi-word expressions with a certain meaning that cannot be described by the component words separately. In such cases, when the collocation was found in WordNet, it was kept as such.
EVALUATION

Database
The database used in this study is DARES [9] , recorded with focus on everyday sound events research. The database provides detailed annotation that describes the source that produced the sound. Each recording is accompanied by a description of the content and the location, and timed annotations of the sound sources present in the signal.
The database consists of 123 recordings of length 60 seconds. The annotations consist of a label in English, and the starting and end time. The database contains 765 unique labels, containing some duplicates (title case), spelling errors and sometimes lengthy and complex descriptions. In total there are 3214 annotated event instances. More detailed statistics about the frequency of these labels are presented in Table 1. no.of labels 429 122 94 20 3 frequency 1 2 >5 >20 >100 Table 1 . Number of annotated labels and their frequency: out of 765 unique labels, only 20 appear at least 20 times.
Simplification of the labels by extracting the nouns results in a number of 443 unique labels containing combinations of 387 unique nouns. Examples of the results of this processing are shown in Table 2 . Labels containing no nouns result in empty strings; this does not change the applicability of the method, it simply reduces the number of sound events for which the similarity is calculated. From 3214 event instances, only 2881 are left to be evaluated for audio and semantic similarity, as 333 out of 3214 do not contain nouns. The frequency of the simplified labels is presented in Table 3 .
Experimental results
The relationship between audio similarity and semantic similarity is evaluated for each event instance individually. For finding similar audio events for a given test event, the k nearest neighbors are sought based on q dimensional audio feature original label simplified label explanation washing machine washing machine collocation putting lid on pan lid, pan nouns scratching (none) no nouns Table 3 . Number of simplified labels and their frequency: out of 443 labels, 29 appear at least 20 times.
vectors f n . Then the semantic similarity between the ground truth (simplified) label of the tested event and the (simplified) labels of these k neighbors is calculated. Different values for k and q were used in the experiments. Table 4 presents the results, average percentage of event labels among k neighbors that have a synonym as a label, and averaged semantic similarity between the label of the test event and semantically closest label among the k neighbors. Averages are calculated over all the events in the database . A baseline value for this system is the semantic similarity between the label of the tested sound event and the label of the acoustically closest event. Using q = 10 randomly chosen anchors, the acoustically closest neighbor has the same label as the tested event or a synonym term in 10% of the cases. The average semantic similarity between the label of the test event and the label of the closest neighbor is 0.25, which means on average 4 nodes including the tested concepts.
We calculate the average semantic similarity of the (simplified) ground truth label to the labels of the k = 10 acoustically closest audio segments, in line with [10] where tags were recommended if found to characterize at least 4 of 10 nearest neighbors. The semantic similarity within a suitable number of nearest neighbors could be used as an objective measure for recommending labels for sound events, and the common label could be recommended for acoustically similar sound events. When using k = 10 nearest neighbors, 43% of the points have at least one out of the 10 acoustically closest examples with the same or synonym label. The average semantic similarity of the best semantic match within this Table 4 . Evaluation results using q anchors and k acoustically closest neighbors: synonyms and best semantic match between neighbors, averaged over the database neighborhood is 0.51(two nodes). This means that on average each event has at least one of ten acoustically closest neighbors having as label a direct hyponym or hypernym of its own label.
DISCUSSION
Based on the presented evidence, we observe that in many cases the acoustically similar neighbors had semantically similar labels. It is reasonable to say that re-labeling a diversely annotated sound events according to their acoustically similar neighbors would provide acceptable outcome for databases like DARES, most probably resulting in a more compact set of new labels. In 43% of the cases there is at least one of ten nearest neighbors which has the same label or a synonym. Overall the semantic similarity was on average 0.5, which means a distance of two nodes. In WordNet, the synsets that have a distance of two nodes are direct hypo/hypernyms. This means that the terms used in the labels are very close to each other, and the re-labeling would on average result in a term which is one level higher or lower in semantic hierarchy. Based on the results presented in Table 4 , we can observe that when more neighbors are evaluated, or a higher number of anchors is chosen, the chance for finding synonym labels in the neighborhood is higher: 47% for 20 neighbors compared to 43% for only 10 neighbors when using 10 anchors, 48% for 50 anchors compared to 43% for 10 anchors, when evaluating 10 nearest neighbors. However the average semantic similarity of the closest label from this neighborhood does not change that much with the number of neighbors. For the envisioned application, of re-labeling data, we consider that it is important to use moderately small number of neighbors, in order to find a good acoustic match as well as a closely related label. Instead of extending the annotations as in [10] , this system would be used in a different way, by imposing a set of labels and re-labeling the diversely annotated data into the chosen reduced set of labels.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a study of the semantic similarity between the labels of a diversely annotated database with sound event examples. We verified the assumption that acoustically similar events are labeled with semantically similar terms, and conclude that it is a valid assumption. In most cases there was at least one in ten acoustically closest neighbors that had a synonym label, and on average all had a neighbor which is one level of detail higher or lower in the semantic hierarchy.
Planned future work includes developing strategies for selecting new labels. For each sound event a new label could be chosen based on the combined audio and semantic similarity. Such a system also needs a mechanism for discarding sound event examples, and methods for dealing with verbs and combinations of verbs and nouns.
